


£45
Choose Either a Red, White or Mixed Case of Six Bottles

The Spring ‘Essential’ Range



£45 RED

Spring Essential Range 
Wines from around the globe that offer a cheeky little 
vibrancy that is most welcome in spring. The quality of 

wines that you get at this price point from an indie wine 
merchant really is something; you just don’t see wines 
that are crafted in smaller quantities and tasting like 

this in a supermarket.  

BROKEN SHACKLE CLASSIC RED 
S.E AUSTRALIA 

Shiraz 92%, Merlot 7%, Cabernet Sauvignon 1% - an easy drinking, full flavoured Australian red 
that shows aromas of ripe plums and redcurrant over toasty mocha and spicy oak. Great 

structure and length to the palate and great with a platter of charcuterie.  

CASA DEL VALLE ‘EL TIDON’ TIERRA DE CASTILLA 
LA MANCHA, SPAIN 

The vines are grown in the Caliza Franco Arenosa soils of Castilla de la Mancha located around 
the village of Yepes, in the province of Toledo. In the vineyard there is a high proportion of 

calcareous soil. A traditional easy style Spanish dry red with vanilla and red plum notes and a 
herbal finish. Warm, earthy and mellow aromas with spice and ripe blackberry fruit with toasted 

wood in the background. Fruity and smooth. Tempranillo & Cabernet Sauvignon blend.  

BOHEME PRIMITIVO 
SALENTO, ITALY 

Rich aromas of plum and black cherry with spicy notes of cracked black pepper. A charming, 
well balanced wine with a velvety texture and intense black forest and damson fruits. Primitivo 

from the heel of Italy and not overly jammy like some mainstream examples are. Boheme is 
more on the spicier/rustic side of Primitivo from Italy and almost has ‘smoky’ notes despite not 

being oak aged. It’s a little flavour bomb! Don’t let the Italians hear us, but dare we say closer in 
style to a Zinfandel from the USA (same grape; different name; different style) 

ALTORITAS MERLOT 
CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 

Soft, plummy and a great ‘all rounder’ - a delicious little number from Chile. It’s been dubbed our 
‘party wine’ for a long time in Vineyards, as it is a great sharer. Perfect to accompany a video 

chat with friends and family. If you like juicy and jammy, then this is your wine.  

VIÑAMAR CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
CASABLANCA VALLEY, CHILE 

From the cool climate of the Casablanca Valley, Viñamar wines are crafted by a gifted young 
winemaker, Francesca Perazzo. This wine is absolutely fantastic with lamb: a fresh, balanced 

Chilean Cabernet that delivers a mouthful of berries, cherries and a hint of vanilla. 

CIELO MERLOT RABOSO 
VENETO, ITALY 

A fourth generation family estate winery established in 1908 that focuses on reflecting the 
special bond with the earth (terra). This is a very seductive wine with ripe, luscious berries on the 

palate. It’s so smooth and works particularly well with roasted red meats.  



£45 WHITE

LAS CONDES SAUVIGNON BLANC 
CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 

Hannah found the Las Condes range some time ago and each new vintage does not 
disappoint. You really can get reliable wines that deliver on flavour from Chile. The warm 

climate makes this Sauvignon, bright and refreshing with luscious tropical notes and a citrus 
bite. Pass me a straw please.  

BODEGAS MANZANOS ‘PEGASO’ VERDEJO 
VINO DE ESPANA, SPAIN 

An aromatic wine with white flowers and citrus scents. Well balanced acidity, fresh with 
typical crisp finish of the variety. Long and persistent finish. Absolutely delicious with 

asparagus. The Verdejo used for this wine come from the best vineyards in North Spain. 
The vines are predominantly grown on clay-limestone soil, and minimal intervention is 

practiced. Grapes are all hand-picked in early October. 

LEDUC VIOGNIER 
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, S.FRANCE 

From the sun-filled Languedoc, this is a fruity yet fresh, aromatic wine with delicious stone 
fruit flavours of peaches and apricots. Excellent with spicy food, grilled chicken or fish. A 

vibrant wine for a spring table.  

BELFIORE PINOT GRIGIO 
VENEZIE, ITALY 

A Pinot Grigio that has a nice bit of flavour to it. It’s fresh as a button and versatile with 
company. Goes well with light pasta dishes, chicken or just as a delicious mid week drinker. 
A ‘go to’ in spring and absolutely squashes the idea that affordable Pinot Grigio is watery. 

You’ll be pleased with this! 

LA CADENCE BLANC DE BLANCS 
VIN DE FRANCE 

Based in the Languedoc-Roussillon region. A delicious blend of Vermentino, Grenache 
Blanc, Ugni Blanc & Colombard. red apple, stone fruit and floral aromas with rounded 

flavours of melon, peach and apple on the palate. Soft in texture with a persistent finish. Try 
with haddock fish cakes or fried whitebait. Equally, a great little aperitif!  

LEDUC CHARDONNAY 
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, S.FRANCE 

Such a great wine with tropical notes, supported by a subtle hint of honey and vanilla. It’s 
incredibly elegant and offers a lot for the bottle price as it’s from S.France rather than a 

more expensive appellation region. Hand harvested and smooth drinking. Roast chicken! 

Spring Essential Range 
Wines from around the globe that offer a cheeky little 
vibrancy that is most welcome in spring. The quality of 

wines that you get at this price point from an indie wine 
merchant really is something; you just don’t see wines that 

are crafted in smaller quantities and tasting like this in a 
supermarket.  



£45 MIXED

LAS CONDES SAUVIGNON BLANC 
CENTRAL VALLEY, CHILE 

Hannah found the Las Condes range some time ago and each new vintage does not disappoint. 
You really can get reliable wines that deliver on flavour from Chile. The warm climate makes this 
Sauvignon, bright and refreshing with luscious tropical notes and a citrus bite. Pass me a straw 

please.  

BODEGAS MANZANOS ‘PEGASO’ VERDEJO 
VINO DE ESPANA, SPAIN 

An aromatic wine with white flowers and citrus scents. Well balanced acidity, fresh with typical 
crisp finish of the variety. Long and persistent finish. Absolutely delicious with asparagus. The 

Verdejo used for this wine come from the best vineyards in North Spain. The vines are 
predominantly grown on clay-limestone soil, and minimal intervention is practiced. Grapes are all 

hand-picked in early October. 

LEDUC VIOGNIER 
LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON, S.FRANCE 

From the sun-filled Languedoc, this is a fruity yet fresh, aromatic wine with delicious stone fruit 
flavours of peaches and apricots. Excellent with spicy food, grilled chicken or fish. A vibrant wine 

for a spring table. 

BOHEME PRIMITIVO 
SALENTO, ITALY 

Rich aromas of plum and black cherry with spicy notes of cracked black pepper. A charming, 
well balanced wine with a velvety texture and intense black forest and damson fruits. Primitivo 

from the heel of Italy and not overly jammy like some mainstream examples are. Boheme is 
more on the spicier/rustic side of Primitivo from Italy and almost has ‘smoky’ notes despite not 

being oak aged. It’s a little flavour bomb! Don’t let the Italians hear us, but dare we say closer in 
style to a Zinfandel from the USA (same grape; different name; different style) 

CASA DEL VALLE ‘EL TIDON’ TIERRA DE CASTILLA 
LA MANCHA, SPAIN 

The vines are grown in the Caliza Franco Arenosa soils of Castilla de la Mancha located around 
the village of Yepes, in the province of Toledo. In the vineyard there is a high proportion of 

calcareous soil. A traditional easy style Spanish dry red with vanilla and red plum notes and a 
herbal finish. Warm, earthy and mellow aromas with spice and ripe blackberry fruit with toasted 

wood in the background. Fruity and smooth. Tempranillo & Cabernet Sauvignon blend.  

BROKEN SHACKLE CLASSIC RED 
S.E AUSTRALIA 

Shiraz 92%, Merlot 7%, Cabernet Sauvignon 1% - an easy drinking, full flavoured Australian red 
that shows aromas of ripe plums and redcurrant over toasty mocha and spicy oak. Great 

structure and length to the palate and great with a platter of charcuterie.  

Spring Essential Range 
Wines from around the globe that offer a cheeky little 
vibrancy that is most welcome in spring. The quality of 

wines that you get at this price point from an indie wine 
merchant really is something; you just don’t see wines 

that are crafted in smaller quantities and tasting like this 
in a supermarket.  



£60
Choose Either a Red, White or Mixed Case of Six Bottles

The Spring ‘Explorer’ Range



£60 RED

Spring Explorer Range 
The explorer range takes you on a real adventure from 

grape to glass. You’re looking at boutique wines, interesting 
grapes, hand-crafted processes, delving into the history and 

stories behind some outstanding little bottles of wine. 
These wines would be around £25-£35 on a wine list in a 
restaurant. For £60, this range is a wine lover’s delight!

MONTSABLE PINOT NOIR 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 

Wines inspired by the spirit of place - ‘L’esprit de lieu’. The wines of Terres Fidèles are created in 
the Roussillon and surrounding regions, a place of remarkable stories where layers of history and 

cultures are embedded in the raw and wild landscape. Made using Burgundian methods, this 
Pinot Noir has elegant notes of black cherries, is silky on the palate and is perfect with Lamb at 

Easter.  

FONCALIEU RESERVE DE L’ABBÉ CÔTES DU RHONE 
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE 

From Les Vignobles Foncalieu, a French producer we have worked with for many years and who 
believe in using the rich knowledge of their ancestors, this Côtes du Rhône is a supple, young, 

quaffable Rhône steeped in tradition. a fantastic example of a Côtes du Rhône; made using 
Grenache, Syrah and Cinsault. Lots of red fruit flavours – think hedgerow fruit (blackcurrants, 

cherries and blackberries) with a subtle spicy backbone. Great with white meats and a cheese 
board or on its own  

CASALI DEL BARONE ‘150+1’ BARBERA 
PIEMONTE, ITALY 

150+1 is reference to the collaboration between head winemaker Daniele Ress and the 150 
members of the Vallebelbo cooperative where this wine is made. Made from a blend of 85% 

Barbera and 15% Nebbiolo, and aged in small oak barrels for 3 months. It is full-bodied and round, 
with a soft finish of dark chocolate and black pepper. It is ideal with cold cuts and mature cheeses 

and perfect with chocolate desserts. Have it instead of an Easter egg! 

MINO & CO ‘GROWERS TOUCH’ DURIF (PETIT SYRAH) 
RIVERINA, AUSTRALIA 

A Growers Touch, focuses on the production of more traditional varietals, all grown locally out of 
the Riverina and by farmers who Mino & Co have worked with for two decades. The label offers 

credit to the farmers responsible for growing the grapes. It showcases local fruit & places 
emphasis on the importance of ‘terroir'. Dark broody berries that soar with game meats! 

HESKETH WINES ‘TWIST OF FATE’ CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
AUSTRALIA 

Hesketh are a family winery that produce true reflections of single varieties from specific terrors in 
Australia. This Cabernet is special for its price point. By restricting the task ageing, Hesketh have 
produced a wine that is all about the fruit and freshness. Deep cassis flavours with subtle herbal 

notes. It’s scored very highly in Halliday’s companion.  

BODEGAS MANZANOS ‘CASTILLO DE ENERIZ’ CRIANZA 
NAVARRA, SPAIN 

Winemaker Victor is really giving the Rioja region a run for its money with his Spanish reds just 
over the river in Navarra. Gnarly hedgerow fruit, well balanced oak ageing. Delicious!  



£60 WHITE

DOMAINE COMBE ROUGE PICPOUL DE PINET 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 

Combe Rouge Picpoul de Pinet is a refreshing stunner. 100% Piquepoul Blanc, grown on the 
hottest and driest soils of the Languedoc. Really fresh and vibrant, but still elegant. Partners 

very well with grilled fish and tapas, but we really enjoy on its own as an aperitif.  

WHITE CLIFF SAUVIGNON BLANC 
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND 

Made by the Sacred Hill winery who are wine pioneers in NZ. Clean fresh aromas of tropical 
fruits with grassy notes. Grapefruit buzzes on the tongue. This is a very thirst-quenching NZ 
Sauvignon Blanc. Great chilled as an aperitif or to accompany seafood, grilled meats, light 

dishes. Very versatile.  

SANTA ANA RESERVE VIOGNIER 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

Hand selected bunches are picked from superior quality vineyards within the Bodegas 
Santa Ana estate in Valle del Tulum, San Juan River Valley. Stone fruits and vanilla, with a 
fruity, beguiling sweetness gently reined in by racy acidity, The perfect accompaniment to 

Sushi, Oriental dishes, spicy chicken and Indian curries. 

MONTSABLE CHARDONNAY 
PAYS D’OC, FRANCE 

A remarkable melange of pears, peach, honey toffee, cream and vanilla on the palate. 
Beautifully balanced with ripeness, acidity, length and real structure. A very classy 

Chardonnay that is perfect for poultry dishes and cheese. A great little wine for Burgundy 
lovers.  

GROOTE POST CHENIN BLANC 
DARLING HILLS, SOUTH AFRICA 

The Pentz family make exceptional wines in South Africa and they are in a fantastic location 
at Darling Hills which takes advantage the icy Atlantic Ocean influence. Only the best 
grapes get vilified and they are scrupulous about quality. Their Chenin is outstanding; 

abundance of white pear and guava flavours on the nose. It offers an explosion of fruit salad 
flavours on the palate finishing with a long crisp granny smith apple acidity. 

VACHNADZIANI WINERY KRAKHUNA 
IMERETI, GEORGIA 

Georgia is considered to be the ‘cradle of wine', as 8,000 year-old indigenous Rkatsiteli 
grape seeds have been found in clay vessels. Vachnadziani was established in 1953 and is 
one of the oldest wineries in Georgia. Delicate scents of lemon and banana lead to a clear 

and fresh palate with crisp flavours and a uplifting finish. This is as fresh as white wines 
come with a zippy saline finish. Bowl of oysters required!! 

Spring Explorer Range 
The explorer range takes you on a real adventure from 

grape to glass. You’re looking at boutique wines, 
interesting grapes, hand-crafted processes, delving into the 
history and stories behind some outstanding little bottles of 
wine. These wines would be around £25-£35 on a wine list 
in a restaurant. For £60, this range is a wine lover’s delight!



£60 MIXED

DOMAINE COMBE ROUGE PICPOUL DE PINET 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 

Combe Rouge Picpoul de Pinet is a refreshing stunner. 100% Piquepoul Blanc, grown on the 
hottest and driest soils of the Languedoc. Really fresh and vibrant, but still elegant. Partners very 

well with grilled fish and tapas, but we really enjoy on its own as an aperitif.  

WHITE CLIFF SAUVIGNON BLANC 
MARLBOROUGH, NEW ZEALAND 

Made by the Sacred Hill winery who are wine pioneers in NZ. Clean fresh aromas of tropical fruits 
with grassy notes. Grapefruit buzzes on the tongue. This is a very thirst-quenching NZ Sauvignon 

Blanc. Great chilled as an aperitif or to accompany seafood, grilled meats, light dishes. Very 
versatile.  

SANTA ANA RESERVE VIOGNIER 
MENDOZA, ARGENTINA 

Hand selected bunches are picked from superior quality vineyards within the Bodegas Santa Ana 
estate in Valle del Tulum, San Juan River Valley. Stone fruits and vanilla, with a fruity, beguiling 

sweetness gently reined in by racy acidity, The perfect accompaniment to Sushi, Oriental dishes, 
spicy chicken and Indian curries. 

CASALI DEL BARONE ‘150+1’ BARBERA 
PIEMONTE, ITALY 

150+1 is reference to the collaboration between head winemaker Daniele Ress and the 150 
members of the Vallebelbo cooperative where this wine is made. Made from a blend of 85% 

Barbera and 15% Nebbiolo, and aged in small oak barrels for 3 months. It is full-bodied and round, 
with a soft finish of dark chocolate and black pepper. It is ideal with cold cuts and mature cheeses 

and perfect with chocolate desserts. Have it instead of an Easter egg! 

FONCALIEU RESERVE DE L’ABBÉ CÔTES DU RHONE 
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE 

From Les Vignobles Foncalieu, a French producer we have worked with for many years and who 
believe in using the rich knowledge of their ancestors, this Côtes du Rhône is a supple, young, 

quaffable Rhône steeped in tradition. a fantastic example of a Côtes du Rhône; made using 
Grenache, Syrah and Cinsault. Lots of red fruit flavours – think hedgerow fruit (blackcurrants, 

cherries and blackberries) with a subtle spicy backbone. Great with white meats and a cheese 
board or on its own  

MONTSABLE PINOT NOIR 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 

Wines inspired by the spirit of place - ‘L’esprit de lieu’. The wines of Terres Fidèles are created in 
the Roussillon and surrounding regions, a place of remarkable stories where layers of history and 

cultures are embedded in the raw and wild landscape. Made using Burgundian methods, this 
Pinot Noir has elegant notes of black cherries, is silky on the palate and is perfect with Lamb at 

Easter.  

Spring Explorer Range 
The explorer range takes you on a real adventure from 

grape to glass. You’re looking at boutique wines, interesting 
grapes, hand-crafted processes, delving into the history 

and stories behind some outstanding little bottles of wine. 
These wines would be around £25-£35 on a wine list in a 
restaurant. For £60, this range is a wine lover’s delight!



£90
Choose Either a Red, White or Mixed Case of Six Bottles

The Spring ‘Awakening’ Range



£90 RED

Spring Awakening Range 
Great wines create memorable moments. You can bookmark a 

time and place in your life with the tipple you had in hand. If 
you are looking to have an ‘awakening’ of the sublime wines 
an indie wine merchant can offer around the £15 per bottle, 

then this is the range for you. Uniqueness, stunning quality and 
a real experience. If you didn’t marvel in the wonder of wine 

before, you will now!

HESKETH WINES SUB REGIONAL TREASURES GRENACHE 
EBENEZER, BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 

Once considered a workhorse variety in Australia, Grenache is now experiencing the recognition 
it deserves as an outstanding single variety, particularly when made in the elegant dry red 

spectrum. The Barossa Valley is home to some of the oldest Grenache vines in the world. Wild 
strawberries, pomegranate and black cherry prime the palate for licks of white pepper and spice.  

With fine-grained, powdery tannins, this wine is medium bodied, full flavoured and incredibly 
moreish.  

DOMAINE FICHET BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR 
BURGUNDY, FRANCE 

The terroir here is unique, a high content of white limestone in the chalk and clay. The 
microclimate brings extra humidity and morning fog. Francis Fichet was one of the first to plant 

Pinot Noir in the highly Chardonnay dominant region. Light to medium bodied with red cherries, 
strawberries and a slight savoury aspect. Very good starting point for those unfamiliar with 

Burgundy or for those who know Burgundy and enjoy decent wine at a decent price. 

THELEMA MOUNTAIN RED 
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA 

Thelma are an iconic South African producer. This wine shows inviting aromas of juicy black fruit, 
mulberries, plums and hints of warm spice. After spending 18 months in barrel, the palate is soft 

and juicy with well rounded tannins and a long, delicious finish. An outstanding wine from a 
reputable producer. 

DE MARTINO ‘LEGADO’ GRAN RESERVA CARMÉNÈRE 
VALLE DEL MAIPO, CHILE 

De Martino strive to grow grapes that are as healthy as possible and that will produce pure, 
elegant and honest wines that reflect the land they come from. Carménère is THE Chilean grape, 

in our opinion! It’s got gnarly hedgerow fruit, subtle undertones of spicy capsicum pepper. 
Charred meats sing with this wine. 

JEAN LORON CHATEAU DE FLEURIE 
BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE 

Gamay gives fragrant wines that are full of raspberry and cherry fruit, and is very light in tannins. 
Simply delicious and often partnered with lamb. Jean Loron are masters of Gamay and we hold 
the entire range at Vineyards. The Fleurie is drinking so well at the moment and is perfect for 

Easter! 

MORA & MEMO CANNONAU DE SARDEGNA 
SARDINIA 

The beautiful estate of Mora & Memo sits high in the hills in the south east of Sardinia just a few 
kilometres from the sea. Focused on the indigenous varieties of Cannanou and Vermentino, the 
combination of old vineyards with minimal intervention and a delicate touch to the winemaking 

results in elegant, vibrant and mineral wines. Bouquet of red berries and spices and coffee. 
Smooth and elegant tannins in a great structure and complexity. 



£90 WHITE

CHATEAU UNANG VENTOUX BLANC 
VENTOUX, FRANCE 

A unique domaine surrounded by oak forests, above the Nesque river bed overlooking the Vaucluse 
plateau. Hidden from view, it is a beautiful corner of Provence. The appellation of  Ventoux which is 

finally starting to receive some of the respect it now merits. From one of the most renown and admired 
wine producers amongst a group of fine independent winemakers that are slowly making their mark in 
the Rhone Valley. Displays notes of lime, fresh pineapple, box in bloom. It is only afterwards the exotic 

fruits join the party producing a very dynamic mouth. 

HESKETH WINES EDEN VALLEY RIESLING 
EDEN VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 

One of the more expressive grape varieties, and certainly one of the most sensitive to where it’s grown, 
Riesling has flourished in Australia since the early 1800s. Wonderful purity of flavour, fresh lime juice and 
a bright minerality. Zesty and lively with a long persistent finish. A beautiful clean and crisp Riesling with 

distinct varietal and regional character.  

IDAIA WINERY VIDIANO 
DAFNES, CRETE 

Delicate aromatic characters of ripe pear, stone fruits and melon, lead to a refreshing acidity which 
balances the rich and charming palate. With an impressively aromatic finish, this is the quintessential 

introduction to the Vidiano grape. Idaia Winery is a boutique family-run winery situated in the Venerato, 
a charming village in the heart of the vineyards of the Malevizi district. They specialise in producing 

wines from indigenous varieties and use their extensive knowledge, experience and passion to create 
crisp, dry mouth-watering whites are truly expressive of the terroir of Crete.  

TONY BISH ‘FAT & SASSY’ 
HAWKE’S BAY, NEW ZEALAND 

A name synonymous with Chardonnay, Tony Bish is renowned. It’s the only grape variety he produces. 
His ‘Fat & Sassy’ is elegant, silky, smooth and well-balanced on the palate. It’s one of the most 

scrumptious wines you’ll have this spring. Try with roast chicken; it’s a tour de force! 

JEAN LORON ‘LA CROCHETTE’ MAÇON-VILLAGES 
MACON, FRANCE 

If you love the Burgundy style, then you really need to have a little exploration of the Macon region, as 
you’ll find some true little gems for the fraction of a price. This little number from Loron, a family winery 
who are passionate about sustainability and steeped in history, is fresh, crisp, classic and such a clean 

drinking experience. Pure class! 

NEIL ELLIS SAUVIGNON BLANC 
GROENEKLOOF, SOUTH AFRICA 

A fresh and zippy Sauvignon Blanc that benefits from the cooling Atlantic influence. The Groenekloof 
Sauvignon Blanc, first produced in 1990 from grapes grown on the same property used today, has since 

grown in cult status. Awarded and accoladed, it remains an international favourite and represents a 
freshness and originality. It is considered a legend in South African new-world style Sauvignon Blanc 

and honours the way we were meant to enjoy wine: with friends and good food. 

Spring Awakening Range 
Great wines create memorable moments. You can 

bookmark a time and place in your life with the tipple you 
had in hand. If you are looking to have an ‘awakening’ of 

the sublime wines an indie wine merchant can offer 
around the £15 per bottle, then this is the range for you. 

Uniqueness, stunning quality and a real experience. If you 
didn’t marvel in the wonder of wine before, you will now!



£90 MIXED

CHATEAU UNANG VENTOUX BLANC 
VENTOUX, FRANCE 

A unique domaine surrounded by oak forests, above the Nesque river bed overlooking the Vaucluse 
plateau. Hidden from view, it is a beautiful corner of Provence. The appellation of  Ventoux which is 

finally starting to receive some of the respect it now merits. From one of the most renown and 
admired wine producers amongst a group of fine independent winemakers that are slowly making 

their mark in the Rhone Valley. Displays notes of lime, fresh pineapple, box in bloom. It is only 
afterwards the exotic fruits join the party producing a very dynamic mouth. 

HESKETH WINES EDEN VALLEY RIESLING 
EDEN VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 

One of the more expressive grape varieties, and certainly one of the most sensitive to where it’s 
grown, Riesling has flourished in Australia since the early 1800s. Wonderful purity of flavour, fresh 

lime juice and a bright minerality. Zesty and lively with a long persistent finish. A beautiful clean and 
crisp Riesling with distinct varietal and regional character.  

DOMAINE DE NIZAS ‘LE CLOS’ ROSÉ 
LANGUEDOC, FRANCE 

From grapes grown on the heights of the medieval town of Pezenas in the Languedoc region of 
France, Domaine de Nizas’ rosé is a fresh and delicate expression of red berries, fleshy peach and a 
touch of blossom. If you like the more elegant and dry style of ‘the pink stuff’ this is definitely worth a 

try. Lastly, it looks divine; a very pretty pink hue and a glass bottle with glass closure that frankly, 
looks the business. 

THELEMA MOUNTAIN RED 
STELLENBOSCH, SOUTH AFRICA 

Thelma are an iconic South African producer. This wine shows inviting aromas of juicy black fruit, 
mulberries, plums and hints of warm spice. After spending 18 months in barrel, the palate is soft and 

juicy with well rounded tannins and a long, delicious finish. An outstanding wine from a reputable 
producer. 

DOMAINE FICHET BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR 
BURGUNDY, FRANCE 

The terroir here is unique, a high content of white limestone in the chalk and clay. The microclimate 
brings extra humidity and morning fog. Francis Fichet was one of the first to plant Pinot Noir in the 
highly Chardonnay dominant region. Red cherries, strawberries and a slight savoury aspect. Very 
good starting point for those unfamiliar with Burgundy or for those who know Burgundy and enjoy 

decent wine at a decent price. 

HESKETH WINES SUB REGIONAL TREASURES GRENACHE 
EBENEZER, BAROSSA VALLEY, AUSTRALIA 

Once considered a workhorse variety in Australia, Grenache is now experiencing the recognition it 
deserves as an outstanding single variety, particularly when made in the elegant dry red spectrum. 
The Barossa Valley is home to some of the oldest Grenache vines in the world. Wild strawberries, 

pomegranate and black cherry prime the palate for licks of white pepper and spice.  

Spring Awakening Range 
Great wines create memorable moments. You can 

bookmark a time and place in your life with the tipple you 
had in hand. If you are looking to have an ‘awakening’ of 

the sublime wines an indie wine merchant can offer 
around the £15 per bottle, then this is the range for you. 

Uniqueness, stunning quality and a real experience. If you 
didn’t marvel in the wonder of wine before, you will now!



  LET US KNOW AND WE CAN MAKE A SWAP! ALSO, ENTIRELY BESPOKE CASES ARE AVAILABLE 

DON’T FANCY A PARTICULAR WINE 
IN ONE OF OUR SELECTIONS?

 SHOP@VINEYARDSOFSHERBORNE.CO.UK 



FREE delivery in Sherborne Town* 
SMALL FEE for surrounding local area 

NEXT DAY NATIONAL UK MAINLAND deliveries start at £8.95 for 6 btls 

*T & Cs apply as part of our ‘Eco plan’


